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em><<TheAnti-Passionate Child <A Calendar year of MagicalThinking<< This haunting and lyrical
memoir will bean invaluable and heartening guide to all who end up in similarsituations and
indeed anyone confronting an unforeseen problem.”<—MarieBrenner, writer for <“Vanity Good<
andauthor of </em>em>Apples and Oranges</em>em>br />/em>em>  <is amazing.br />  Gilman
explores thecomplexities of our hopes and objectives for our children and
ourselves./em>em>/em>/em> and <em>  Withluminous prose and a searing, personal tale
evocative of <, Gilman’s <em>The Anti-RomanticChild </em>can be an unforgettable exploration
of what happens when we lean toembrace the unexpected.A Calendar year of Reading
Proust<With an emotionally resonant mix of memoirand literature, Wordsworth scholar Priscilla
Gilman recounts the challenges ofraising a son with hyperlexia, a developmentaldisorder
neurologically counterpoint to dyslexia.
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 Gilman eliminates labels and celebrates the realities. Not every parent wants to put a name from
what makes their child different. Ms.? Existence threw her a tough curve ball and she adapted
and was resilient. We are 100% satisfied with the purchase. I wish to give this reserve to them
when the time is right.. This mother coped because she-- amount one-- is a remarkable person.I
therefore appreciate the frankness with which she describes her emotions, the doctors, and her
son. Understanding of specialists is spotty plus some of the good ones are misinformed. You
feel ashamed, like something in your parenting should be lacking. She exhausted herself and
threw away everything from her old lifestyle to be on a journey with regard to her child. Ada is
now 90 days old, smiles, and is certainly batting at playthings and making her baby sounds. Our
stories aren't identical, but our emotions toward our children are. Yale university prof Mom
includes a child with issues similar to autism. It specifically resonates for parents who are over-
achievers or intellectuals.? This reserve can be a metaphor for anyone's life: Lifestyle is what
happens if you are making various other plans--John Lennon. She is a professor, a article writer, a
mom and I believe, a pioneer of sorts when it comes to her honesty. Not Your Typical Parenting
Book - Beautiful and Shifting! Gilman is a former professor of English literature at Yale University
and Vassar University. Imagine if he is not as wise as I had believed? There was something about
the writing, the poetic references blended with the emotion provided me ease and comfort. I, like
Ms. Gilman, love the study of literature, though she is far more experienced than I to toss around
the prose of Wordsworth.Ms. I first read an excerpt of Priscilla Gilman’s parenting memoir on the
Calm Rev website. The bottom dropped out from beneath the author and she kept likely to do her
greatest for the child. Much like Ms. Gilman, I am the parent of an anti-romantic child. How many
under loved and under served children need much more help?Ms. Gilman’s experience began as
mine do, with a nagging sense that something wasn’t quite “correct” about her boy. He was so
bright, but was not able to perform the same duties and take pleasure in the same factors that
other kids did. My son met all of the physical developmental milestones promptly, but still
struggles with psychological regulation. I can't say enough good stuff concerning this book.”
People explained.“This is your first child, you are simply over analyzing. Gilman’s son lagged
behind in engine skills but could browse at 18 months. Well-meaning family and friends said
similar what to Priscilla Gilman.If you are told that your child is in back of his peers, or is not
behaving in preschool, you go searching for answers. This inspiring mother goes to scores of
medical consults and spends countless hours on physical therapy and speech therapy and
screening and anything else she could do.I recommend it. However, I have hardly ever written an
Amazon reserve review.Ms. Much too real. You question everything. Can he head to public
school? Will he be bullied? I knew immediately that I wanted to read the entire reserve. Priscilla
Gilman puts all of these questions out there for the reader to contemplate in searing, thought-
provoking detail.My favorite passage from the book is on page 175. The author is describing her
thought process when searching for a school on her behalf son. She had kept him in a normal pre-
school who accommodated his requirements and the educational ideals of his family. Much like
myself, Ms. Go through it.She writes:“ …Why saddle him with a label that might stigmatize him,
circumscribe his options, limit him in his life?”Ms. Recommend! She describes beautifully all of
the aptitudes and particularities of her child in a way that only a parent could. Her phrases are
both informational and therapeutic. Perfectly written, and I especially enjoyed the references to
poetry. But she was also tenacious and clever and relatively wealthy and completely ready to
spend all day--every day--caring for and loving her demanding child. She also reveals how her
relationship was affected by her boy’s exceptionalities. It seems that the father of her kids
shared a few of the characteristics that found light in her older son. Throughout the book she is



kind, understanding and even reverent of her now ex-husband.. Part story, part self-help,
component autobiographical. This reserve is completely honest and written through the eye of a
parent, not the eyes of a practitioner.That is a book if you are on a journey with their own child.
Not every child fits into a ideal mold, and not every parent will be able to deal with that. Very
Inspiring Story. We live in a tradition of labels: Emotional Disturbance, ODD, ADHD, Bipolar,
Autism Spectrum….Once you start seeing therapists and doctors it all becomes real.What a
Mother! That is hopeful and gorgeous storytelling.. In case you are mother or father to an anti-
romantic kid you will like this book for its poignant details. Everyone who works together with
kids with or without particular needs will love this book. Ms. You can learn more about Priscilla
Gilman at [. Parents need so much assistance and resources that aren't there. In the event that
you enjoy intimate poetry or are a literary nerd like me, I warranty you will love that one for the
poetry by itself.] Probably the most uplifting book I have ever read. This book appeared in my
own condo about a week ago. I don't remember buying it or being given the publication. My
problem with this account is that I've a feeling that there surely is so much still left unsaid, so
very much that is romanticized within an odd way. 90 days ago my first great grandchild was
born after a very hard birth. She was gray rather than responsive--she must have died, but she
actually is fighter. My kids are grown and I didn't think Gilman's tale would curiosity me. An MRI
demonstrated severe brain damage. As I read about Benj's birth, it bought back memories.
Nobody knows what the near future will bring with this lovely Ada but I really believe love could
work miracles. I don't think most people can keep choosing years--all in--as she do. (Doctors have
stated that no baby noises is a bad sign). My granddaughter and her spouse have feared the
even worse, and today with each milestone they rejoice within their daughter's new
accomplishment. As an editor, I spend lots of time reading and writing about books. The agony is
that we now have so many other children who have disabilities to a smaller or greater degree. I
had a romantic vision of what existence would be as with my 1st great grandchild and now
adjustments should be made. I feel Gilman's reserve assists parents understand to simply
accept their special needs child and rejoice in what they are and not mourn what they could
possess been. Benj is so fortunate to get a mother who fought for him when when required and
always loved him. I'm sure the story she has told gives other parents of special needs children
strength and courage to offer positively with the complicated situations they face. Thank you
Priscilla for posting your story! Her story telling ability and recall of complicated and
uncomfortable conversations is normally amazing. Boy, was I incorrect. Brian Weiss discusses
how souls incarnate with disabilities in order to help other souls evolve into love. But, for me, her
book is actually about like and the transformative power of literature, in this instance romantic
poetry. It is therefore inspiring that the deep beauty and well worth of this child sometimes
appears. I am not a lover of Wordsworth's poetry and after reading this book, I still did not obtain
it (like I don't get opera, I suppose) but I could understand how the writer found so very much
solace in it. I don't know where it came from but the timing was a lot more than mere
coincidence. The author is so totally centered on causeing this to be child's life function, on
being someone who can be a loving mom to this child that is certainly very beautiful, but it feels
as though a "great" addiction, a story, with a whole lot going on beneath the surface that has not
however been examined. Two Stars Did not enjoy this book. Was purchased for a course.
Wonderful book! Miracle is the only word to spell it out it. Gilman and I both chose never to tell
anyone but very close family about our fears. Until now. This memoir is approximately a
professor/mom and her battle to find the right education/treatment for a boy, who provides
hyperlexia, a developmental disorder. I almost passed on reading it. Your day after her birth she



started having seizures and was in NICU for seven days and hospitalized for five more days.
Worth reading This is in regards to a mother's, and probably everyone else's, healing when
confronted with a kid with hyperlexia, a kind of high functioning autism, although the author
would, understandably, reject the label. Her publication touches on therefore many topics:
developing up in a broken family members, trying to be the perfect daughter, finding like, the
ruthless globe of academia, parenting, the difficulties of finding great education for kids with
particular needs, the challenges to be married and trying to be true to your personal self.
Certainly this is the case here. Gilman was afraid of “labeling” her kid. I promise. You will not be
disappointed. Honest, loving portrayal of parenthood The honesty and grace with which the
author describes her struggle and best triumph in loving and nurturing her special son is
breathtaking. Similar to Far from the Tree; essential examine for all parents, but especially for
those folks who are parenting, via birth or adoption, wonderful children who are so different from
us. Very effective book! I really like that she is a Wordsworth scholar and provides plenty of
poetry through the book. No issues and works exactly inquire we envisioned. Gilman deftly
describes her search for first an ideal preschool, and then an ideal grade school on her behalf
son, Benj.! A good read for just about any parent of a kid with mental ..You don’t read parenting
books such as this often. A good read for any parent of a kid with mental health challenges.?
Four Stars Amazing book. I acquired psychological with the all history
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